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Our Mission:

To create a universal awareness and understanding 
of grief and provide a virtual community, without 
geographical boundaries, where individuals can 
connect, heal and memorialize their loved one.



Lighting a candle is a symbolic 
way to honor someone’s life.

At HealGrief.org

It’s simply a way to show that 
someone’s spirit lives on in the 

hearts they leave behind.

The Candle Gallery is where 
someone can remember a loved 
one, on special days or any day.

It’s where others can show the 
bereaved that their loved ones 

are not forgotten and are 
remembered too.

Our Vision:

For individuals to transform their grief into a celebration of life 
for a loved one and the life they lived.



Grief doesn’t have to be a lonely journey!

Actively Moving Forward is a supportive 
service guiding grieving young adults 

through their college years and beyond. 
We do so by connecting and empowering 
grieving college students to support one 

another and participate in community 
service in memory of their loved ones.

Actively Moving Forward
on campuses, coast-to-coast.1 of 3 will be grieving during their college years!

New Program



Everything we do is inspired by our core mission:
guiding one’s journey with grief into a healthy grief recovery

with a database of tools and resources which are second-to-none.

OTHER PROGRAMS INCLUDE:

Candle Gallery ~ A virtual gallery where 
those left behind can remember and 
celebrate the lives of those gone before us. 

Loss Project and Artful Healing ~ Inspiring 
healing through art. 

Before I Die… ~ A virtual wall provoking 
thoughts about living life, to its fullest, 
every day. Education & Awareness ~ Providing 

information, resources and the tools 
necessary to guide one’s journey with grief, 
into a healthy grief recovery.

Designing Your Own Good-Byes ~ 
Inspires conversation for one’s end-of-life 
and after-life-wishes. 

Memorials ~ Creating community and 
support after a loved one dies

PetsCountToo! ~ Providing tools to guide a 
child’s first experience with death into a 
healthy grief recovery.

HealGrief believes that remembering and honoring those gone before us actually aids in a healthy grief recovery.



Our Hope: To redefine how our culture perceives death and dying.

There are many local and national 
resources available for those in need.



Program Accomplishments

Comparing 2016 to 2017, analytics confirm an increase of 60% more sessions as well as an increase of 60% more users seeking our services.

Comparing 2016 to 2017, analytics confirm a 38% increase in pageviews.





When the cold air chills the hummingbird,
Its body lies as if it’s died.

But with the warmth of the sun,
The hummingbird takes flight again.
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